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Abstract 

This deliverable collates the final presentations of catalyst-funded wave 1 projects, given at Engage 
thematic challenge workshops. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objectives of this document 

The objective of this deliverable is to document the final results of catalyst-funded wave 1 projects, as 
presented at the second and third series of the Engage KTN’s thematic challenge workshops. The 
overall workshop planning, execution and results are described in the deliverable D2.6 [1]. 

1.2 Catalyst funding wave 1 projects 

Engage catalyst funding is used to support focused projects, where the focus is on maturing 
exploratory research further towards applications and operational contexts. These catalyst fund (CF) 
projects were chosen through the first Call for catalyst funding. Project proposals could address an 
Engage thematic challenge or be an ‘open’ topic. The choice of thematic challenges (TCs) is described 
in detail in deliverable D3.4 [2]. There are four thematic challenges: 

• TC1: Vulnerabilities and global security of the CNS/ATM system, 

• TC2: Data-driven trajectory prediction, 

• TC3: Efficient provision and use of meteorological information in ATM, 

• TC4: Novel and more effective allocation markets in ATM. 

The TCs were further fine-tuned through the first series of workshops (described in deliverable D2.5 
[3], resulting in the TC descriptions that were included in the first Call for catalyst funding. Proposals 
supporting a thematic challenge needed to clearly state with which challenge the proposal is aligned. 

The call documentation can be found here. The call was open from 15 November 2018 to 15 February 
2019, receiving 21 proposals. The evaluation process was carried out by the Awards Board and was 
concluded in April 2019, with notifications of the outcome sent to all proposers. Ten proposals were 
accepted to receive catalyst funding through the first wave, see Table 1. The project abstract, executive 
summaries and final technical reports can be found here: engagektn.com/cf-summaries, under ‘First 
wave projects’. 

The following sections contain short descriptions of TC workshops, project summaries and the 
presentations. Final project presentations are available in the PDF format and are attached to this 
report. The link to the Engage KTN website repository of TC workshop presentations, is also given. 

 

  

https://engagektn.com/catalyst-call1/
https://engagektn.com/cf-summaries/
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Table 1. Catalyst-funding wave 1 projects, TC relation, end date and final presentation date 

*Independent final workshop of the project, as a continuity of TC4 activities, as the TC4 did not have dedicated 
workshop in 2020, the next and final one is planned for June 2021. 

Project title TC End date 
Workshop – 
final 
presentation 

Authentication and integrity for ADS-B 1 14 May 2020 
2nd TC1 workshop 

10 November 2020 The drone identity - investigating forensic-readiness of U-
Space services 

1 30 June 2020 

Data-driven trajectory imitation with reinforcement 
learning 

2 31 May 2020 

3rd TC2 workshop 

25 January 2021 

A Data-drIven approach for dynamic and Adaptive 
trajectory PredictiON (‘DIAPasON’) 

2 30 June 2020 

An interaction metric for an efficient traffic demand 
management: requirements for the design of data-driven 
protection mechanisms (‘INTERFACING’) 

2 31 July 2020 

Probabilistic weather avoidance routes for medium-term 
storm avoidance (‘PSA-Met’) 

3 30 June 2020 

3rd TC3 workshop 

27 January 2021 

airport-sCAle seveRe weather nowcastinG project 
(‘CARGO’) 

3 30 November 2020 

Operational alert Products for ATM via SWIM (‘OPAS’) 3 18 June 2020 

MET enhanced ATFCM 3 19 June 2020 

Exploring future UDPP concepts through computational 
behavioural economics 

4 31 August 2020 
27 July 2020* 
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2 Thematic challenge 1 catalyst fund projects 

The TC1 workshop was held as a virtual event, on 10 November 2020. The workshop had the following 
objective: “CNS/ATM components (e.g., ADS-B, SWIM, datalink, Asterix) of the current and future air 
transport system present vulnerabilities that could be used to perform an ‘attack’. Further 
investigations are necessary to mitigate these vulnerabilities, moving towards a cyber-resilient system, 
fully characterising ATM data, its confidentiality, integrity and availability requirements. A better 
understanding of the safety-security trade- off is required. Additional security assessments for legacy 
systems are also needed to identify possible mitigating controls in order to improve cyber-resilience 
without having to replace and refit. Future systems security by design is essential: a new generation of 
systems architectures and applications should be explored to ensure confidentiality, cyber-resilience, 
fault tolerance, scalability, efficiency, flexibility and trust among data owners. Collaborative, security-
related information exchange is essential to all actors in aviation. This is specially challenging in a 
multistakeholder, multi-system environment such as ATM, where confidentiality and trust are key.” 
All workshop presentations can be found, as a zipped file, here: https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-
1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage.TC1-workshop2-presentations.zip. 

 

2.1 Authentication and integrity for ADS-B 

Abstract: The main objective of this project is to provide the means to improve the security of the 
Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B), a critical backbone of future surveillance 
systems. More specifically, we evaluate the data link capabilities of the so-called phase overlay, a 
backwards-compatible extension to the current implementation of ADS-B. Our results indicate that 
8PSK performs best in a realistic radio environment, reliably providing up to 218 additional bits for 
each ADS-B message at a carrier frequency offset tolerance of about 40 kHz. Based on these insights, 
we propose a protocol that relies on the phase overlay to authenticate the information provided via 
the ADS-B. 

 

Figure 1. Authentication and integrity for ADS-B – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 

https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage.TC1-workshop2-presentations.zip
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage.TC1-workshop2-presentations.zip
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2.2 The drone identity - investigating forensic-readiness of U-Space 
services 

Abstract: The Drone Identity project investigates forensic-readiness requirements of unmanned aerial 
systems (UAS), to help identify causes of safety and security related air traffic incidents. It is a 
collaborative effort between researchers at The Open University (OU) and NATS. The project 
contributes to addressing the vulnerabilities and global security of communications, navigation, and 
surveillance systems in air traffic management (CNS/ATM). The collection and use of forensic data 
associated with drones and surrounding physical contexts is key to effective investigation. The research 
is conducted in the context of U-Space, focusing on the architecture and concept of operations for 
European unmanned traffic management (UTM), and the ability to preserve such vital information as 
evidence for forensic investigations. The goals of such forensic readiness are to ensure that the root 
causes of incidents can always be analysed, facilitated by evidence collected during operation (drone 
flight). The project focuses on drone data, examining ways in which key drone characteristics can be 
determined and recorded soundly, if and when incidents involving the drone(s) occur. In particular, 
the key attributes that characterise and identify the drones, their operators, and their anomalous 
behaviours will be investigated. A prototype demonstrator has been developed, including a technical 
architecture, to illustrate and evaluate the proposed forensic readiness requirements for U-Space 
services. 

 

 

Figure 2. The drone identity - investigating forensic-readiness requirements of UAVs – final presentation 
(click image to open the pdf file) 
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3 Thematic challenge 2 catalyst fund projects 

The workshop was held on 25 January 2021, as a virtual event. The objective of the TC2 is: “Accurate 
and reliable trajectory prediction (TP) is a fundamental requirement to support trajectory-based 
operations. Lack of advance information and the mismatch between planned and flown trajectories 
caused by operational uncertainties from airports, ATC interventions, and ‘hidden’ flight plan data 
(e.g., cost indexes, take-off weights) are important shortcomings of the present state of the art. New 
TP approaches, merging and analysing different sources of flight-relevant information, are expected 
to increase TP robustness and support a seamless transition between tools supporting ATFCM across 
the planning phases. The exploitation of historical data by means of machine learning, statistical signal 
processing and causal models could boost TP performance and enhance the TBO paradigm. Specific 
research domains include machine-learning techniques, the aggregation of probabilistic predictions, 
and the development of tools for the identification of flow-management ‘hotspots’. These could be 
integrated into network and trajectory planning tools, leading to enhanced TP.” All workshop 
presentations can be found, as a zipped file, here: https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-
1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/TC2+25JAN+2021.zip. 

 

  

https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/TC2+25JAN+2021.zip
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/TC2+25JAN+2021.zip
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3.1 Data-driven trajectory imitation with reinforcement learning 

Abstract: The objective of this project was to present algorithms for data-driven imitation of 
trajectories, following deep reinforcement learning techniques towards enhancing our trajectory 
prediction abilities. We aimed at building a data-driven approach in which the learning process is (a) 
an imitation process, where the algorithm tries to imitate ‘expert’, demonstrated trajectories, (b) 
exploiting raw trajectory data, enriched with contextual data (e.g. weather conditions etc) and (c) 
based on reward models (for producing trajectories in high-fidelity) that are learned during imitation. 
There are two main project contributions (i) a general framework for the prediction of trajectories in 
which deep imitation and reinforcement learning methods play a major role, together with methods 
selecting important features for decision making and future trajectory classification methods; and (ii) 
a developed and evaluated state of the art deep imitation learning techniques for predicting 
trajectories in the aviation domain, showing their potential for highly accurate prediction results, 
especially in long trajectories with multiple patterns / modalities, and in cases where the demonstrated 
trajectories are few. 

 

 

Figure 3. Data-driven trajectory imitation with reinforcement learning – final presentation (click image to 
open the pdf file) 
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3.2 A Data-drIven approach for dynamic and Adaptive trajectory 
PredictiON (‘DIAPasON’) 

Abstract: The DIAPasON project focuses on the need of the ATM system to develop tools and 
methodologies which are able to support traffic and trajectory management functions. For these 
activities, trajectory and traffic prediction is key, in particular within the context of Trajectory-Based 
Operations (TBO). While previous research exists addressing these matters, DIAPasON presents a 
different approach. In particular, the project aims at analysing patterns of flight plan evolution for 
individual flights, and extract patterns and feature which can be applied in a wide number of 
operational contexts where this information is available. The main result of the project is the 
development of a methodology for trajectory prediction and traffic forecasting in a pre-tactical phase 
(from a few days to a few hours before the operations, when a only limited number of flight plans are 
available). This can be adjusted to different time scales (planning horizons), considering the level of 
predictability of each of them and the specific use case to where it should be applied. These results 
have been explored with support of operational staff to maximise the benefits in the pre-tactical 
phase. 

Figure 4. DIAPasON – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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3.3 An interaction metric for an efficient traffic demand 
management: requirements for the design of data-driven 
protection mechanisms (‘INTERFACING’) 

Abstract: A major limitation of the current ATM system is the loss of effectiveness due to the limited 
integration between the layered planning Decision Support Tools (DSTs). While the Trajectory Based 
Operation concept enables new DSTs that could deal with present demand/capacity, a word of caution 
at a practical level: ATM stakeholders realise that technological flexibility to regulate flights into a 
sector is not synonymous of performance, rather several negative effects can arise at the network level 
due to lack of analysis of interdependencies among regulated sectors. INTERFACING has developed a 
formal probabilistic framework to detect and characterise at the network level the flight interactions 
and their interdependencies. New interaction metrics have been implemented to enable the 
evaluation of regulation efficiency and to pave the way for the design of mitigation measures for a 
smooth fine-tuning of traffic demand at a micro level that considers the effects at a macro level 
improving the network performance. 

 

 

Figure 5. INTERFACING – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4 Thematic challenge 3 catalyst fund projects 

The TC3 workshop was held on 27 January 2021, as a virtual event. The objective was the following: 
“The overall goal of this edition is to streamline the innovation pipeline in the area of efficient provision 
and use of meteorological/environmental information in the ATM. We start by presenting research 
results supported by the SESAR’s KTN, Engage, through the catalyst funded projects and PhDs, aiming 
at discussion on finding the ways of bringing the valuable results to the higher TRL levels and foster 
the collaboration in this research area. The next step is the overview of the newly funded projects in 
the MET/ENV area, the progress in the European forecast provision, and finally the plans for MET/ENV 
research in the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda of future Integrated ATM programme. The 
overall goal is to discuss and list the kind of information of tools would the climate change and the 
digitalisation of ATM require from MET/ENV-related research.” All workshop presentations can be 
found, as a zipped file, here: https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-
TC3-workshop-3-presentations.zip. 

 

  

https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC3-workshop-3-presentations.zip
https://innaxis-comm.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/ENGAGE/Engage-TC3-workshop-3-presentations.zip
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4.1 Probabilistic weather avoidance routes for medium-term storm 
avoidance (‘PSA-Met’) 

Abstract: PSA-Met integrates new meteorological capabilities in the storm avoidance process, namely, 
probabilistic nowcasts. These new meteorological products provide not only a forecast of the storm’s 
evolution, but also information about the uncertainty of the convective cells. PSA-Met develops a 
probabilistic weather-avoidance concept, according to which, the required inputs are a probabilistic 
nowcast and a risk level, which is an adjustable parameter intended to define the avoidance strategy. 
The output is a unique avoidance trajectory that takes into account the uncertainty of the convective 
cells, obtained for the given risk level. Simulation results show that the predictability, the safety and 
the workload of pilots and air traffic controllers are improved, although with a small loss of flight 
efficiency. This new weather avoidance concept will be used in a follow-up project, whose objective 
will be to develop a Medium-Term Storm Avoidance tool intended to enhance air traffic control 
efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 6. PSA-Met – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4.2 airport-sCAle seveRe weather nowcastinG project (‘CARGO’) 

Abstract: This project has combined measurements from different instruments to develop a 
nowcasting algorithm of extreme weather events in a localised area around the Malpensa airport with 
the aim of improving aviation safety. Radar reflectivity has been used as reference to define and select 
the extremes; Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) zenith total delay, atmospheric parameters 
from weather stations, and lightning have been used as inputs of a neural network to predict the 
development of the weather events in the near future (from 30 to 90 minutes before). The results 
show an accuracy of 0.75 in nowcasting the extreme events when using all the datasets as inputs and 
decreasing accuracy when excluding one of the inputs. However, there are still several tests that 
should be performed to understand the optimal setting of the algorithm. This project was the first 
experiment to collect so many atmospheric sensors in a localised area to nowcast extreme events with 
ATM purposes and posed the basis to develop a deeper study on this field. 

 

 

Figure 7. CARGO – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4.3 Operational alert Products for ATM via SWIM (‘OPAS’) 

Abstract: Volcanic emission is a threat to ATM and the safety of flights. Early warnings are an essential 
source of information for stakeholders. The OPAS project is the development of a SWIM Technical 
Infrastructure Yellow Profile service providing information (notification & data access) about volcanic 
SO2 height. The OPAS service considers observations from three hyperspectral satellite sensors 
(TROPOMI, IASI-A and IASI-B), respectively operating in the ultraviolet and infrared ranges. These 
instruments represent the state of the art of satellite SO2 measurements. The IASI sensor already 
provides well recognised estimations of SO2 height, which is available through the SACS early warning 
system and contributes to the OPAS service. The outcome of the OPAS project is the new algorithmic 
development (iterative SO2 optical depth fitting) of TROPOMI SO2 height retrievals, the creation of 
alerts and access to tailored information, i.e. SO2 contamination of flight level and improved mass 
loading estimates. 

 

 

Figure 8. OPAS – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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4.4 MET enhanced ATFCM 

Abstract: The MET Enhanced ATFCM R&D initiative has been launched by MetSafe and France Aviation 
Civile Services. This one-year project addressed the provision of accurate convection information for 
ATFCM activities, with the 6 hours’ time-horizon as a target. The research approach focused on both 
technical and operational aspects, as needs identification and concept of operations, assessment of 
convection models, design and deployment of a model-based R&D convection product. Up-to-date 
and accurate European thunderstorm forecasts at +6 hours horizon built from a multi weather model 
algorithm have been delivered as a SWIM webservice for Reims Upper Area Control Centre during 
technical and operational validation trials. Initial project objectives have been fulfilled: Reims air traffic 
controllers and FMP operators greatly improved their weather situational awareness and would have 
been likely to take ATCFM measures based on received information. 

 

 

Figure 9. MET enhanced ATFCM – final presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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5 Thematic challenge 4 catalyst fund project 

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the TC4 did not have a dedicated workshop in 2020. However, the wave 1 
CF project in this challenge held its own final workshop, presenting its final results. The TC4 objectives 
are: “This research explores the design of new allocation markets in ATM, taking into account real 
stakeholder behaviours. It focuses on designs such as auctions and ‘smart’ contracts for slot and 
trajectory allocations. It seeks to better predict the actual behaviour of stakeholders, compared with 
behaviours predicted by normative models, taking into account that decisions are often made in the 
context of uncertainty. Which mechanisms are more robust against behavioural biases and likely to 
reach stable and efficient solutions, equitably building on existing SESAR practices? The research will 
address better modelling and measurement of these effects in ATM, taking account of ‘irrational’ 
agents such as airline ‘cultures’. A key objective is to contribute to the development of improved tools 
to better manage the allocation of resources such as slots and trajectories, and incentivising behaviour 
that benefits the network – for example by investigating the potential of centralised markets and 
‘smart’ contract enablers.” 
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5.1 Exploring future UDPP concepts through computational 
behavioural economics 

Abstract: When the demand of an airspace sector is expected to exceed capacity, flights are delayed 
and assigned new take-off times through ATFM slots. This delay represents a significant cost for airlines 
and passengers. The possibility of rearranging flight sequences offers remarkable potential to reduce 
the impact of ATFM delay. Several prioritisation instruments are proposed in the literature, but their 
implementation is hindered by the limitations of classical modelling approaches to represent Airspace 
Users (AUs) behaviour and network effects in a realistic manner. The aim of the project is to overcome 
these limitations through the combined use of agent-based modelling (ABM) and behavioural 
economics. The model developed by the project has been used to simulate the performance of a 
variety of flight prioritisation under different network conditions and AU behaviours, allowing the 
observation of emergent phenomena and opening the way for a rigorous and comprehensive 
assessment of innovative approaches to User Driven Prioritisation Process (UDPP). 

 

 

Figure 10. Exploring future UDPP concepts through computational behavioural economics – final 
presentation (click image to open the pdf file) 
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6 Conclusions 

This deliverable collates the final presentations of the ten CF wave 1 projects. In some cases, their final 
reporting was impacted by Covid-19, however all projects have now completed. Their final reports 
were assessed within the Engage KTN consortium and were of high standard with few clarifications 
requested. As planned, final technical reports have been published on the Engage website after 
approval: engagektn.com/cf-summaries. 

In addition to final reporting and final presentations at the Engage TC workshops, CF project results 
have been presented at various events such as the SESAR Innovation Days and other workshops – the 
results have been positively received by the audiences. Furthermore, the results of several CF projects 
are being further extended in current Exploratory Research (ER) projects (the following list is not 
exhaustive): 

• CARGO results are being extended in ALARM and SINOPTICA, 

• OPAS results are being extended in ALARM, 

• PSA-Met results are being extended in FMP-Met, 

• MET Enhanced ATFCM results are being exploited by WIPA (wave 2 CF project), 

• Exploring future UDPP concepts through computational behavioural economics is being 
extended through BEACON. 

The extension of CF project results into larger, ER projects further testifies to the quality of results 
produced by the projects. 

https://engagektn.com/cf-summaries/
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8 Acronyms 

ABM Agent-based model 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast 

ATC Air traffic control 

ATFCM Air traffic flow and capacity management 

ATFM Air traffic flow management 

ATM Air traffic management 

AU Airspace user 

CF Catalyst fund 

CNS Communication, navigation, surveillance 

DST Decision support system 

ENV Environmental 

ER Exploratory Research 

FMP Flow Management Position 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

KTN Knowledge Transfer Network 

MET Aviation meteorology 

R&D Research and development 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM research 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking 

SO2 Sulphur dioxide 

SWIM System Wide Information Management 

TBO Trajectory-based operations 

TC Thematic challenge 

TP Trajectory prediction 

TRL Technology readiness level 
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UDPP User driven prioritisation process 

UTM Unmanned traffic management 
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• The overall program: VigiAero


• ENGAGE #1: Met Enhanced ATFCM - Results


• ENGAGE #2: Weather Impact Prediction for ATM 
(WIPA) - Status


• Beyond ENGAGE


Plan







METSAFE


VigiAero launched mid 2018 
3 years from idea to real time operation


Stepped approach
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• Weather impact on ATM is widely documented (SESAR1 WP11)


• Capacity hugely affected by convective weather (= Thunderstorms)


• Automated tool needed to support weather related decision for ATFCM


Partnership to kickstart R&D and OPS validation in 2019: SESAR ENGAGE


ATFCM and MET : User needs







METSAFE


How weather impact a single flight? 







METSAFEInspiration: General population weather warning


ATCO/pilot is not a meteorologist !
MET to be translated into ATM impact


+ Full Automation needed
5







METSAFEThe big picture: VigiAero in a nutshell


Weather impact 
on ATM operation


SWIM Webservice
for easy customer integration


Per sector, per hour for the 
next +24h,


Updated very 5 minutes
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VigiAero
Weather Impact 


Prediction 
for ATM


Financed by 
SESAR ENGAGE


THUNDERSTORMS 
PREDICTION AT +6H


Weather 
Hazards


SIGMET


THUNDERSTORMS


LIGHTNING


AIM ADS-B


FPL


Flow


NM B2B


DELIVERED AS 
WEBSERVICE


Easy integration into 
existing systems


EU Convection 
forecast for ATFCM


Third party data 
providers


HAPPY CUSTOMERS
Provide operational validation


TURBULENCE


ICING


Copernicus


VIGIAERO: FROM WEATHER
HAZARDS FORECAST TO ATM 
IMPACT


Examples of 
integration


VigiAero: High Level Architecture
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ENGAGE#1


ENGAGE#2


BackGround


ENGAGE#1


DSNA Internal
developement







METSAFEMETSAFEA Complementary Team


Air
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Industry serving Airlines







METSAFEMET Enhanced ATFCM: Objectives and planning
ENGAGE#1


è Development of a multi parameters/ multi models


convection forecast product (Goal: +6H) 


è Includes a Confidence Index


è Delivered as a SWIM webservice


è Validation within Reims ACC through DSNA 4ME HMI 


Step 1 - Operational context definition


Step 2 - Model-based convection product definition


Step 3 - Algorithm and SWIM webservice design


Step 4 - Technical and operational validation


May 2019 Dec. 2019


June 2020


Nov. 2019


Sept. 2019







METSAFE


Multi model convection 
Forecast


Confidence Index


MET Enhanced ATFCM: Multi model Convection forecast


Geographical Scope: Europe
Real time Numerical Weather Models: GFS, ICON, COSMO, AROME


ENGAGE#1







METSAFEMETSAFE
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Convection Forecast versus Obs







METSAFE
MET Enhanced ATFCM: SWIM webservice + IHM


MetSafe Cloud infrastructure
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ENGAGE#1


ANSP
Operational System
Example: DSNA dedicated IHM







METSAFEMET Enhanced ATFCM: Operational validation
ENGAGE#1


Validation 
objectives


2 validation 
components


Qualitative 
questionnaire 


+ 
operational feedbacks


Operational
concept


-> Technical


-> Operational


• From May 18 to 30 June 2020


• 8 reference days


• Focus on:
• Weather situational awareness
• Quality and accuracy of provided information
• FMP activities and ability to define ATFCM measures 
• Interest for NM CBT Cross Border Trials


Provision of accurate and up-to-date convection 
information to FMPs with a 6 hours time-horizon







METSAFEMET enhanced ATFCM: Results and areas for improvement
ENGAGE#1


How was the quality and accuracy of the provided


information?


High


Medium
LowYes


No


Did you receive the information you were looking for?


Providing accurate and up-to-date convection information for ATFCM purposes


Increasing situational weather awareness


Inputs for improving ATFCM measures by anticipation of convective activity


• Importance of the HMI for the display and use of the information by the ATCOs


• Unforeseen result: Forecast instability


• False alarm / Non-detection events: which level of acceptation?


• For better ATFCM processes, further synergies to be investigated with NM CBT actors
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DIAPasON: A Data-driven approach for Dynamic and Adaptative trajectory
PredictiON


Objective: Methodology for TP and traffic forecasting in pre-tactical phase


▪ Data-driven: Outcomes based on data analysis and interpretation


▪ Dynamic: Adjusted to different planning horizons


▪ Adaptative: Enhanced iteratively with new tactical data


Validated in a Use Case (DCB) – Combined trajectories, more than individual







DIAPasON Consortium


CRIDA – Operational, Data Management


Deep Blue – Scenario Definition, Validation


ZenaByte – Models, Machine Learning (Spin off University of Genova)
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DIAPasON Foundations


SESAR ER COPTRA


Combining Probable Trajectories - Uncertainty Management


SESAR ER DART


Individual/Multiple TP (with optimisation)


H2020 Datacron


Predicting Moving entities discrete events
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Operational Context: TBO


TBO (Trajectory-Based Operations) approach 4D trajectories (TTO/TTA)


From tactical to strategical


▪ ATCOs progressively assuming a monitoring role, instead of a tactical CDR role


Overall traffic predictability improvement as key driver for improvements in:


▪ Enhanced Safety due to reduction in controller workload


▪ Increased airspace capacity due to a reduction in buffers


▪ Cost reduction (fuel/time)


▪ Reduction of Environmental impact (fuel, emissions, noise)


▪ Better service provided 


With this as final goal, TP can already bring benefits in this direction by managing 
uncertainty and putting in place suitable models and techniques (Engage TC2)
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Uncertainty effects on Traffic


Forecast vs reality (from NOP; any given day… in old normality)
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Expected Actual


Are these patterns predictable?







Data Characterization
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Identification of patterns in data from different perspectives


Operational data from Spanish ATC Platform (SACTA/iTEC)


Flight Plan updates in all phases (including pretactical)


Airline
1


Airline
2


Time before departure Time before departure







Data Characterization


t
FP0 FP1 … FPn


EOBT


FPn+1 … FPfinal


AOBT


Planning Phase Tactical Phase/ATC


t0


• Is FP0 reliable enough to be used? 
• If not, when?
• Which/How much is the difference between FP0 and FPn in path, and time?
• Is FP0 early enough to be used for planning purposes?
• How can we use this information to enhance demand forecasting?







Dissimilarity metric


d = 1 − (
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑤𝑝
max 𝑤𝑝


), where:


• common wp: number of waypoints appearing in both the first and the last


Flight Plan (intended as last before EOBT);


• max wp: maximum between the number of waypoints appearing in the first


Flight Plan and the number of waypoints appearing in the last Flight Plan


before EOBT


Data Characterization







More than 70% of FP instances do 
not show difference in path


Only 10% of FP share less than
50% of waypoints between first
and last record before OB


Most differences are thereby
temporal


Data Characterization







Data Characterization


DeltaT= Difference between EOBT of a FP record and timestamp of its corresponding first
FP (anticipation)


• Dissimilarity seems independent
than Delta T (similar behaviour
in terms of path change even if
first FP issued quite early)


• Weather phenomena (at least
linked to Airport data of
weather-related regulations) 
don’t seem to directly impact
dissimilarity







Analysis per Airlines


Data Characterization


• Percentile-80 used as representative
value for airline representation in 
terms of dissimilarity


• Variability between individual Airlines, 
more than groups







Data Characterization


Analysis per Airline: Reliability


▪ Average time at which issued FP becomes identical to the last FP before
departure (includes a Confidence Interval based on variance and sample
size)


• LCC in general issue reliable FP 
instances earlier than legacy carriers







Predictive Model


Prediction at different time horizons (diff to EOBT): 8h, 4h, 2h, 1h


For each time horizon:


1. the current flight plan (the one in force) is compared with all the historical flight plans of
the same flight at the same Δt, selecting all the past flights whose planned trajectories
coincide with the current one.


2. if the current flight plan is not the first one recorded that day, also the previous flight plans
are compared with the corresponding past ones, discarding from the previously selected
single flights all the ones that do not match.


3. for all the selected single flights, the last-before-off-block-time planned trajectory is
retrieved.


4. the predicted trajectory is taken as the most frequent one in this set.







Predictive Model


Accuracy compared with using the FP in force (noted as default)


SPRING 8h 4h 2h 1h


average default accuracy 76% 75% 82% 86%


average prediction accuracy 82% 82% 85% 87%


SUMMER 8h 4h 2h 1h


average default accuracy 88% 76% 83% 88%


average prediction accuracy 92% 85% 87% 90%


Particularly useful for “very unpredictable” flights







Predictive Model


• In most of the airlines the prediction accuracy increases as Δt decreases.
• The prediction reaches a similar level of accuracy in for all the airlines, apparently without any bias.
• The level of accuracy is, on average, over 80% for the great majority of airlines.







Predictive Model


Unpredictability of most airline is “systematic enough” to become predictable


It is possible to estimate the probability of change for every flight (and apply them in 
demand forecasting or a value for confidence of the forecast mix)







Application: DCB Use case


• Differences in occupancy counts per sectors between the real data in the planning phase 
and the output provided by an application of the predictive framework described


• Assumption: Vertical profile estimated to consider a 4D trajectory, en-route phase 


• 6 days tested, from summer and winter season 2018 (June & November, respectively)


• 2 different en-route sectors (LECMTLL and LECMASU)


• 8h and 4h before operation







Application: DCB Use case


The forecast normally captures the trend of the occupancy counts, better in one sector 
(upper) than the other (lower, possibly due to flights in evolution) 


Application to be further refined







Application: DCB Use case


Interviews on application on such capabilities


• Giovanni Lenti, EUROCONTROL, Head of Network Operations Services.
• Debora Palombi, ENAV, Head of Network Manager Unit.  
• Patricia Ruiz-Martino, ENAIRE, ATCO and former Head of En-route Operations Unit


How DIAPasON predictions
could be integrated in the
Strategic planning process
at NM level?







Application: DCB Use case Mock-up







Conclussions


• The project has obtained a Trajectory Prediction framework considered to be data-driven, 
dynamic, adaptive, and Airspace User oriented.


• Data-driven characterization of demand in pre-tactical phase demonstrates the potential 
for trajectory prediction application of the repetitive features of traffic within ATM domain 
– availability of data in this stage is an enabling factor for this


• Especially using pre-tactical data brings additional benefits 


• Airlines show different behaviours, that the presented framework is able to capture and 
update in a tactical manner for this application.


• The model significantly enhances the prediction accuracy for “very variable” flights, while 
for very regular flights the default choice and the prediction are usually the same. 


• Refinement for specific applications would be necessary in order to obtain the maximum 
benefit of the predictive features of demand. In particular, extension to vertical profile 
information in the considered application







This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking 
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No 783287


The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. 
Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein.


Thank you very much 
for your attention!
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The Drone Identity
https://droneidentity.eu



https://droneidentity.eu/





More than 760 flights cancelled during 19-21 Dec 2018 at Gatwick Airport, affecting 
150,000 passengers and having cost at least £50m, because of an unidentified drone. 


It is urgent to investigate such drone-related incidents for the future of travel.


The Drone Identity


SE Challenges


• Design “forensic-ready” infrastructure for incident investigations, 
at the national and European scale


• Analyse the artefacts and flight logs to identify the root causes


• Self-regulate the flight data recorders against dynamic safety and privacy constraints


https://droneidentity.eu



https://droneidentity.eu/









NATS/CAA Specify No-fly Zones:
Milton Keynes                       Canterbury                                   London







with TfL, we analysed UAVs use cases







Use Cases







Drone Delivery (Amazon, Google Wings, etc.)







Identity Management 
Requirements


Availability
Requirements


Confidentiality
Requirements


Availability 
Requirements


Safety 
Requirements


Safety 
Requirements


Identity Management 
Requirements


Integrity
Requirements


Forensic Readiness Requirements for UTM







Use Case: Deliver Organ/blood between two hospitals
In a Flight Corridor over the Thames River.







Challenge 1. Design System of Systems for Exceptional Scenarios 
RQ: Can drones be repurposed when flying over water?


Maia, Paulo; Vieira, Lucas; Chagas, Matheus; Yu, Yijun; Zisman, Andrea and Nuseibeh, Bashar. Cautious Adaptation of 
Defiant Components. In: The 34th IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE 2019) 
(Lawall, Julia and Marinov, Darko eds.), 11-15 Nov 2019, San Diego, California, USA.



http://oro.open.ac.uk/66811





Maia, Paulo; Vieira, Lucas; Chagas, Matheus; Yu, Yijun; Zisman, Andrea and Nuseibeh, Bashar (2019). Dragonfly: a 
Tool for Simulating Self-Adaptive Drone Behaviours. In: SEAMS '19 Proceedings of the 14th International 
Symposium on Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-Managing Systems, IEEE pp. 107–113.



http://oro.open.ac.uk/59815/





Challenge 2. Verification of Evidence in Cyber Physical Space
RQ: How frequent reporting evidence is sufficiently accurate?







Y. Yu, D. Barthaud, B. A. Price, A. K. Bandara, A. Zisman and B. Nuseibeh, “LiveBox: A Self-Adaptive Forensic-Ready 
Service for Drones,” in IEEE Access. doi:10.1109/ACCESS.2019.2942033



http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=8840878&isnumber=6514899





Challenge 3. Requirements of AUS
RQ: How to make tradeoffs amongst Safety, Security, Privacy, and Forensic goals?


Luo, Yixing; Yu, Yijun; Jin, Zhi and Zhao, Haiyan (2019). Environment-Centric Safety Requirements for Autonomous Unmanned 
Systems. In: 27th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE'19), 23-27 Sep 2019, Jeju, Korea, IEEE.



http://oro.open.ac.uk/62308/





Example 1: Integrity is key to forensic-readiness. However, it may 
cause scalability or efficiency problems in real world uses.







Example 2. Motion Planning for Privacy Risk aware 
UAVs in real world flights







Safe drone flight 
Assuring telemetry data integrity in U-Space scenarios







Research Challenge


How can we trust safety-critical data over insecure systems?


Conventionally, telemetry data from aircraft is generated, processed and transmitted using safety-assured,
secure flight surveillance systems from the point of creation to ingestion into an ANSP.


Conventional surveillance systems are unsuitable for drones, so how can we assure that incoming data has a
highly level of integrity when sent over insecure systems and from sources with unknown trust levels?


Data source 
trust level?


Alternative surveillance 
system trust level?


Telemetry data 
downlink


Drone


Ingest 
safety-
critical 


dataANSP







Project Purpose


Enhance security of future CNS/ATM system 
& support efforts to enable BVLOS drone operations


Ascertain requirements on telemetry data and transmission systems 
for safe drone flights in U-Space & investigate solutions


For each U-Space volume (X, Y, Z) and phase (U1-U4), determine the 
integrity requirements on real-time drone telemetry data and 
transmission systems to enable provision of safety-related and 
safety-critical U-Space services to mitigate hazards. 
Research potential technical surveillance solutions which comply 
with the integrity requirements set and establish a high level of 
digital trust







Progress


Use Cases & Scenarios
•Completed: 6 U-Space use cases involving real-time drone telemetry data
•Completed: Nominal and non-nominal scenarios for each use case


Telemetry Data
•Completed: Breakdown telemetry data into its parameters
•Completed: Map which parameters are required for each U-Space service


Hazard Assessment
•In progress: Finalise a safety hazard assessment, mapping U-Space services against the hazards 
they mitigate


Integrity Requirements
•In progress: Set failure condition classifications for each U-Space service in X, Y and Z volumes
•In progress: Define the allowable continuity and integrity failure probabilities


Technical Solutions
•To be started: Research potential solutions with high levels of digital trust and data integrity
•To be started: Analyse alternative surveillance solutions e.g. prototype demonstrator from ‘The Drone 
Identity’ project
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Software in The World


We investigate and develop systematic 
approaches for engineering secure, adaptive 
and usable software systems in a complex 


and changing socio-technical World.


SEAD: Software Engineering And Design group
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Introduction
MOTIVATION


• Weather can importantly affect aircraft 
operations. In particular, thunderstorms and 
the additional associated phenomena present 
serious hazards to aviation.
• Thunderstorm motion is stochastic!


• The major risk mitigation measure for 
thunderstorm hazards is thunderstorm 
avoidance.
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• However, the tactical diversions required negatively impact flight efficiency and the 
environment, and significantly increases the flight crew workload.


• In convective scenarios, the workload of ATCOs rises, as the air traffic becomes irregular 
and difficult to anticipate and there is less available airspace.


FAA.gov







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Introduction
OBJECTIVES & EXPECTED IMPACT


• Overall objective:
Development, implementation, and assessment of a concept for
probabilistic storm avoidance (PSA), generating avoidance routes that take
into account the uncertainty of storm cells.


• The PSA concept envisions the integration of enhanced meteorological
capabilities: ground-based probabilistic forecasts of the storm evolution, namely,
probabilistic nowcasts.


• Expected impact:
• Anticipation of the avoidance manoeuvres, resulting in more predictable and safer


deviations that decrease the subsequent tactical interventions.
• More active role of ATCOs in the storm avoidance process, by relying on these


enhanced resources to better organize the traffic.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Meteorological input


PROBABILISTIC 
NOWCAST OF 
STORM CELLS


Such an advanced product is currently
under development by meteorological
agencies.


To obtain results and validate PSA concept,
a statistical procedure has been devised,
which takes a deterministic nowcast as
input and provides an ensemble nowcast.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Meteorological input
DETERMINISTIC NOWCAST (1)


Observation Storm identification Extrapolation (along time)
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𝑇𝐹 = (𝑀 − 1)Δ𝑡







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Meteorological input
DETERMINISTIC NOWCAST (2)


• In this work, NowCastMIX-Aviation
(NCM-A) is considered as the 
deterministic nowcast, which features:
• Based on DWD’s already existing 


thunderstorm detection and tracking 
algorithms.


• Spatial resolution: 1km x 1km.
• Time resolution: Δ𝑡 = 5 min.
• Lead time:  𝑇𝐹 = 60 min.
• Number of frames: 𝑀 = 13.
• Update cycle: 5 min.
• Reflectivity threshold: 37 dBZ.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Meteorological input
ENSEMBLE NOWCAST


• What:
• A set of deterministic nowcasts (ensemble members).
• The information about the forecast uncertainty is in the spread.


• How:
• Randomly perturbing the position of the storm cells predicted by the 


deterministic nowcast.
• Assumptions:


• The main source of uncertainty is the location of the individual storm cells.
• The displacement errors are independent Gaussian random variables, whose standard 


deviations increase with the look-ahead time according to the empirical laws from 
Sauer et al (SIDs 2014).
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
DIVMET-P BLOCK DIAGRAM
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• PSA concept flexibility:
Implementation can be based on 
any deterministic storm 
avoidance tool.


• The risk level is an adjustable 
parameter intended to define 
the avoidance strategy.


• The Probabilistic Storm 
Avoidance Tool (DIVMET-P) 
performs 4 steps.







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
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Thunderstorm cells nowcasted at 𝑇𝑃 (14:00, 
22/06/2017), and reference route of the flight 


considered. 


Joint picture of all the nowcast ensemble members 
(𝑁 = 100) at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min.







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
1) COMPUTATION OF THE HAZARDOUS WEATHER REGIONS


For each nowcast ensemble 
member, and each nowcast 
sampling time, the hazardous 
weather regions are computed 
by extending all the storm cells
with a safety margin.
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Hazardous weather regions (yellow) for a 10 NM 
safety margin. Ensemble member #50 at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min.







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
2) COMPUTATION OF THE RISK FIELD


For each nowcast sampling time, 
the risk field is computed as the 
probability (percentage of 
ensemble members) that a given 
location will be covered by a 
hazardous weather region.
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Risk field at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min for a 10 NM safety margin.







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
3) COMPUTATION OF THE RISK FIELD ISOLINES


For each nowcast sampling time, 
the risk level value defines the 
risk field isolines; they are taken 
as no-fly zones.


Time-evolving description of the 
no-fly regions.
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Risk field isolines at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min. Risk level values 


10% (red), 50% (blue), and 90% (magenta).







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
4) APPLICATION OF THE DETERMINISTIC STORM AVOIDANCE TOOL


• The deterministic avoidance tool (DIVMET) is applied to
obtain the corresponding avoidance route, which
circumvents the no-fly regions and reattaches to the given
reference trajectory.
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• This probabilistic avoidance route is a unique planned route to avoid the
storm cells for the given risk level value.


• The risk level value is expected to have an important effect on the
resulting avoidance route.
• With a suitable choice of the risk level one can obtain safer yet efficient intermediate


solutions between underreacting and overreacting to the uncertain information on
weather hazard.







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


PSA concept illustrated
4) APPLICATION OF THE DETERMINISTIC STORM AVOIDANCE TOOL
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Probabilistic avoidance route for a 90% risk level value.
Reference trajectory (black), avoidance trajectory (blue), and 


risk isolines at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min (purple)


Probabilistic avoidance route for a 50% risk level value.
Reference trajectory (black), avoidance trajectory (blue), and 


risk isolines at 𝑇𝑃 + 20 min (purple).







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Concept assessment
DEFINITION


• The objective of the concept assessment is twofold:
1. To study the effects of the risk level on the probabilistic weather avoidance 


routes.


2. To evaluate the costs and benefits resulting from the aircraft following 
these avoidance routes.
• Performance areas: flight efficiency, safety, and workload.
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Baseline PSA concept


Planned Reference Trajectory
Probabilistic


Avoidance Trajectory


Executed
Executed


Reference Trajectory
Executed


Avoidance Trajectory







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Concept assessment
SIMULATION SCENARIO


• Real heavy storm episode over 
Germany on 29th June 2017.
𝑇𝑃 = 20:30.


• 988 synthetic flights generated so that 
each reference trajectory is expected 
to encounter a storm cell.


• Risk level values: 10%, 50%, and 90%.
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Reference trajectories and NCM-A coverage area







PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Concept assessment
INDICATORS & RESULTS


1. Percentage of avoidance trajectories different from the corresponding 
reference trajectories.
• Severity of the scenario.
• Results: The smaller the risk level, the larger this indicator.


2. Average number of tactical deviations per flight and their magnitude:
• Safety and workload of pilots and ATCOs.
• Results (1): With medium to small risk levels, they can be reduced (e.g. 10%) as compared 


to today’s practice.
• Results (2): Substantial reduction in the length of tactical detours (e.g. 60%) as compared to 


today’s practice.


3. Difference in the arrival times between the executed avoidance trajectories 
and the executed reference trajectories.
• Efficiency.
• Results: Small loss of efficiency (e.g. 0.7%) as compared to today’s practice.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Conclusions


• PSA concept developed contributes to advancing the state of the art in storm 
avoidance:
• Storm avoidance is based on deterministic nowcasting.
• Deviations and delays caused by storms are just tactically generated.


• Integrating the uncertainty in the storm-avoidance process improves situational 
awareness and, therefore, enables anticipated and better-informed decision 
making (weather-related deviations and delays are anticipated).


• Further improvements are needed to grant acceptability by pilots and ATCOs:
• Common airlines policies to avoid storms.
• Constraints in deviations so as not to enter into active airspace restrictions or 


adjacent sectors.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Next steps
PSA CONCEPT IN FMP-MET


• FMP-Met is a current SESAR-funded project (SESAR-ER4-05-2019):


• Provision of enhanced information to improve the FMP decision-making when subject to the 
effects of convective weather.


• In FMP-Met, PSA concept is used as a key enabler for uncertainty integration in 
trajectory prediction for short look-ahead times.


• Two main sources of uncertainty are considered:


• Meteorological uncertainty  Ensemble nowcast generated by AEMET.


• Operational uncertainty  Different avoidance strategies are captured by considering a set 
of possible risk level values.
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Next steps
MEDIUM-TERM STORM AVOIDANCE (1)


• Development of a Medium-Term Storm Avoidance (MTSA) tool, based on PSA concept, that 
would allow air traffic controllers to be involved with a more active role in the storm-avoidance 
process.


• The MTSA tool will


• 1) detect flights predicted to go through locations affected by adverse weather (i.e., with a sufficiently 
high risk value) in the next 20 minutes, and 


• 2) warn the ATCOs and support them to determine an appropriate avoidance route for each flight (the 
pilots will be offered this route).


• MTSA will offer the ATCO to either manually generate an avoidance route or choose between 
three different computed routes:


• a reactive avoidance route (large risk level value),


• a proactive avoidance route (small risk level value), and


• a balanced avoidance route (intermediate risk level value).
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PSA-MET — Probabilistic Weather Avoidance Routes for Medium-Term Storm Avoidance


Next steps
MEDIUM-TERM STORM AVOIDANCE (2)


• The avoidance route can be implemented by vectoring or direct routes (in 
current ATM paradigm) or directly uploaded to the aircraft (in Trajectory-Based 
Operations).


• The MTSA tool is intended to complement, not replace, the current practice in 
which pilots evade the storm using the on-board weather radar.
• The pilot will still be allowed to perform tactical diversions when needed.


• MTSA tool is expected to balance workload of tactical and planning tasks in ATC, 
enhancing sector team efficiency and providing a safer and better service to 
airspace users.
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Next steps
MEDIUM-TERM STORM AVOIDANCE (3)


• MTSA concept, scheme of use, and expected benefits are further detailed in a 
brochure delivered as a result of PSA-Met project.


• This brochure was presented to the stakeholders involved (pilots and air traffic 
controllers) and they were asked for an external assessment of the MTSA tool 
concept.


• The responses received provide very positive assessments, and show the 
willingness to include this tool on daily operations once its effectivity is proven 
through validation.
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Next steps
MEDIUM-TERM STORM AVOIDANCE (4)


• Main comments from pilots:
• Deviations proposed by ATC can be accepted.
• An assumable impact on fuel and time consumption is acceptable.
• Suggestions: 


• Increasing pilot’s role in deciding the avoidance route.


• Using Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) to send the avoidance routes to the aircraft.


• Main comments from ATCOs:
• The avoidance routes must not penetrate military areas or segregated airspaces.
• MTCD and MTSA should be completely independent.
• MTSA should consider the three-dimensionality of the storms.
• Recommendations:


• Representing the avoidance routes with distinguishable colours.


• Showing the weather information and risk field as optional layers on their displays.


• Waiting until more experience is gained before defining the number of proposed trajectories.
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MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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Concept assessment
RESULTS (1)
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Risk level
10% 50% 90%


Percentage 90.6 85.3 72.2


Risk level Ref. traj.


10% 50% 90%
Average 0.67 0.87 1.02 0.99


Avoidance trajectories different from the corresponding 
reference trajectories


Tactical deviations per flight


• Quite demanding scenario.


• As expected, the percentage 
decreases as the risk level 
increases.


• High values of the risk level:
Similar to today’s practice.


• Medium and small risk level values:
Smaller than today’s practice.
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Concept assessment
RESULTS (2)
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Differences in arrival times between executed trajectories
and planned trajectories


Risk level Ref. traj.


10% 50% 90%
Average [s] 14 29 38 79
Std. Dev. [s] 61 77 81 116


Risk level


10% 50% 90%
Average [s] 48 24 13


Differences in arrival times between
executed avoidance trajectories and


executed reference trajectories


• It is a measure of the magnitude of the tactical deviations
needed.


• Deciding to follow a probabilistic avoidance route 
substantially reduces the magnitude of the tactical deviations 
and its uncertainty.


• Safety of the flights and the workload of pilots and 
controllers is improved (less and smaller tactical deviations).


• There is a small loss of efficiency
for executing the probabilistic 
avoidance trajectory (~0.4%).
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ADS-B is shift from


 Trusted ground-based 
surveillance to untrusted
dependent positioning


 Harder-to-fake analog 
signals to unprotected
digital broadcast 
communication


Quick Intro: ADS-B Security 2


010011…


GPS


Air segment:
• GPS spoofing + jamming
• ADS-B spoofing + jamming


⁻ ADS-B In
⁻ ACAS X


• Over-interrogations (Mode S)


Ground segment:
• GPS spoofing + jamming
• ADS-B spoofing + jamming


⁻ Ghost targets
⁻ Denial of service
⁻ Data modification


• Frequency congestion / interference


Different talk, maybe next time!
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There are many solutions, but… 3


* Strohmeier, Lenders, Martinovic: “On the Security of the Automatic 
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast Protocol”, IEEE, 2014


Main enemies:
• Cost pressure
• Long life cycles of tech


→ Backwards compatibility


• “Need” for guarantees
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Still possible to add security to ADS-B? 4
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1090ES ADS-B Signals 5


Pulse Position Modulation:


The Signal Phase:


→ can be used to transmit additional information with each ADS-B signal!
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 Part of the current draft of next ADS-B version:


 Transparent to legacy receivers (backwards compatible!)


 Phase overlay has (almost) no effect on PPM modulation


 Unique opportunity:
Use PO to add security to ADS-B in a backwards compatible way!


ADS-B Phase Overlay 6
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Research Questions 7


Q1: What’s the net capacity that can be provided 
with the phase overlay under realistic conditions?


Q2: How can we use this additional capacity to 
provide security services to ADS-B users?
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 What is the optimal PSK configuration?


Net Capacity of Phase Overlay 8


BPSK
(M = 2)


QPSK
(M = 4)


8PSK
(M = 8)


16PSK
(M = 16)


More bits per symbol but also more prone to errors
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NET CAPACITY


9
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 Bit errors in a noisy (realistic) environment?


Net Capacity of Phase Overlay 10


Example: Mode A/C Fruit


PSK Bit Errors
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Evaluation Setup 11


• generates reference signal
• can mix in noise from recordings
• receives frames from GRX and


counts symbol/bit errors


• 1090 MHz receiver
• provides 12 bit I/Q 


data @ 12 MHz • ADS-B transmitter (PPM + M-PSK)
• Noise/Interference transmitter


• optional real-time 
noise injection
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Bit Error Rate vs. SNR 12


ClippingSensitivity (ADC resolution)


The more symbols, 
the less robust


dynamic range of phase overlay narrower than that of PPM
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 Assumptions:


 Transponder transmits at 56 dBm


 Free-space path loss over 250 NM


 Mixed in RF recording from FRA receiver (~200 aircraft)


 No carrier frequency offset / Doppler shift


 ECC added for:


Expected Performance in the Real World 13


QPSK


DME noiseMode A/C noise


95% successful reception
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 Net capacity = log2(M) bits per PPM bit - ECC bits (RS coded)


 Very close to current draft of ADS-B v3: 204 data bits


Result 14
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SECURITY


15
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How to use these 218 bits? 16


* Strohmeier, Lenders, Martinovic: “On the Security of the Automatic 
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast Protocol”, IEEE, 2014


Main enemies:
• Cost pressure
• Long life cycles of tech


→ Backwards compatibility


• “Need” for guarantees
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 Candidate protocol:


 Requires:


 light time synchronization between transponder and receiver(s)


 pre-calculated chain of keys linked with secure(!) one-way function


 Several variants of TESLA for ADS-B proposed in the literature


Broadcast Authentication (and Integrity) 17
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Our Variant 18


Key chain generated 
before flight


K1 is added to flight plan / 
distributed to ANSPs


Message authentication 
codes (MAC) generated 
using keys from the chain 
according to key schedule


KN KN-1 …F Ki Ki-1
F F F … K2 K1


F F F


Key of previous time 
interval published with 
every ADS-B message


0.5s key disclosure, 6h flight → 0.7 Mbyte keychain
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 Expected net capacity gain through phase overlay is 218 bits


 actually 204 if implemented according to current ED-102B/DO-206C draft


 Additional capacity can/should be used to improve security


 Backwards compatible 


 But: update of transponder hardware required 


 Would not solve all ADS-B security problems, but is giant leap forward


 Only authentication of origin of information


 Correctness of information itself not guaranteed


Conclusion 19
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Partners


Sebastian Kauczok


Riccardo Biondi (Principal Investigator)
Pierre-Yves Tournigand


Corrado Cimarelli


Eugenio Realini







Project plan
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The lightnings detector


22 km







The lightnings detector
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Idea


Ground-based GNSS


Lightning detector


Radiosonde


Radio occultation
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Meteo station
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Ground based info


Vertical info


Cell develoment or 
intensification


0/1


Main objectives
To find the network optimal temporal and spatial resolution
and to understand the fundamental parameters influencing the 
cell development (small spatial scale).


Main product
A poligon identifying the cell







Area of interest







Area of interest


9 August 2018


11 May 2019







Area of interest
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Sensors & Datasets







Radar


Selected more than 600 extreme events (intensity
overpassing the 95° percentile)







Lightning detectors


• Lightning Detection Cloud-to-cloud, cloud-to-ground and intracloud
lightning discharges


• Lightning detection range 35km (22 miles)
• Range resolution 1km
• Detection efficiency 95% for a single lightning flash
• 99% for storm with 2 lightning flashes
• 99.9% for storm with 3 lightning flashes
• For flashes within 35km
• False alarm rate <2%
• Maximum flash rate 120 per minute
• Maximum update rate 2 seconds


Biral BTD-200







Ground-based GNSS


Different kinds of receivers are available on the market, targeting different precision levels:


✓ Professional receivers →Millimeter precision → High cost


✓ Mass-market receivers →Meter precision → Low cost


Millimeter precision







GNSS Radio Occultation


>100.000 / day
in 2020 thanx to
Private missions
(SPIRE, ePlanet)
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Radar detection


Case study







Structure analysis


lightning







Meteorological measurements trend


Precipitation
starts


Seasonal climatology


Anomaly







Python code







Neural Networks


Precision: number of samples of one class that are predicted correctly,


divided by the total number of true elements of that class;


Recall: number of samples of one class that are predicted correctly,


divided by the total number of elements predicted in that class;


Accuracy (or “overall accuracy”): sum of the elements on the diagonal 
of the confusion matrix, divided by the total number of elements in the 
matrix.


co
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If the model does not distinguish between classes, it generates two 
completely overlapping probability distributions and the AUROC is 0.5. 
On the opposite, if the model perfectly separates the two classes, the 
distributions do not overlap and the AUROC is 1. On this scale, a result 
is considered satisfying if the AUROC is at least over 0.6.


Neural Networks







NN results


6 GNSS receivers for all the events


3 GNSS receivers for all the events


Before adjustment After adjustment


Before adjustment After adjustment


percentage of steps predicted correctly in each event







Case study







NN results


Experiment Training Validation Test # samples


All variables
6 GNSS 0,84 0,80 0,75 146067


All variables
3 GNSS 0,82 0,81 0,73 146067


All variables
lead:6 Lag: 3 0,80 0,80 0,67 87175


All variables
lead:6 Lag: 6 0,83 0,80 0,69 69820


All variables
lead:6 Lag: 9 0,81 0,80 0,66 57435


• Lead: number of timesteps in the future, i.e. the time interval between 
the moment the prediction is performed an the instant in which the 
prediction should occur;


• Lag: number of timesteps in the past used to make the prediction.


The time step is 10 minutes, by default lead=3 and lag=3
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Issues faced during the project


- the sensors network where not set for this specific purpose, so the spatial distribution is not optimized and the temporal resolutions are 


not homogeneous;


- several different tests are required to optimized the algorithm and we did not have the time to run all the tests;


- the customized lightning detector was not installed on time for the planned campaign;


- we did not find the way to add vertical information from radio occultation to the algorithm since the temporal and spatial resolutions are 


too coarse in comparison to the other measurements;


- we ran the algorithm for each single stations but we did not have time yet to make the software to create the final polygon which must be 


compared to the Ground Weather Management System (GWMS) provided by Leonardo.
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Lesson learnt


- Local characterization. A local characterization of the convection must be done before developing the algorithm, since the atmospheric 


characteristics of each single hotspot could be different and making the algorithm more complex;


- Datasets choice. The choice of training, validation and test dataset could be crucial for the final results. In our experiments we have used 


as validation and test all the events form a specific year (respectively 2018 and 2019), however, a single year would have sp ecific 


atmospheric characteristics different than those of the training and a random choice would provide different results;


- Significant dataset. We must reach a significant number of cases to train the neural network and this means that the threshold to define 


the extreme must be tuned according to the objective of the work;


- Definition of extreme. The definition that we gave to the “extreme”, could not be adequate for ATC purposes and this should be better 


re-defined according to other parameters;


- Completeness of datasets. When working with sensors/datasets coming from different networks, we must be aware that they have not 


been deployed for this specific use (some were dismissed during the period of interest some new were installed, several techn ical issue 


can happen …) and this decreases the number of events that can be used for the analysis. It is important to perform a strategy to fill the 


gaps;


- Network optimization. We have finally seen that the density instruments of each network allows to get different performances so it is 


important to understand what is the minimum number of sensors (weather stations, ground based GNSS, lightning detector) allowing 


high performances of the nowcasting algorithm and at the same time optimizing the costs.
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Future developments


Collaboration with GReD


Assimilation of GNSS RO


Ligthning detector


WP2 is the real follow on of CARGO


Accounting for all the lessons learnt


………
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Outlook of presentation


• Motivation 
• Background knowledge
• Problem specification
• ILTP Framework
• Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) 


and Apprenticeship Learning (AppLearn) algorithms
• Evaluation Results
• Conclusions & future work







Motivation


• Imitate experts shaping the flown trajectories, by learning models 
that incorporate their preferences, strategies in an aggregated way  
(i.e. their joint policy).
• Do this with (a small number of) historical trajectories in a data-


driven way, and with no transformation of trajectories.
• Advance predictions at the pre-tactical and tactical phases.
• This paves the way 
• To detect important stakeholders’ features that affect trajectory evolution 
• Compare alternative models based on assumptions on stakeholders’ (e.g. 


airlines) ”whims”
• Detect and distinguish “latent” features that determine modes of behaviour







Background knowledge


• Trajectory (enriched)


• Data-driven Trajectory prediction







Background knowledge


• Imitation Learning
Imitation learning studies the problem of learning to perform a specific task 
in a setting, where the learner has access to expert demonstrations 
(trajectories).


• Behavioral Cloning : solves a regression problem minimizing the error between the 
actions demonstrated and the policy actions, over the states of the historical 
trajectories.


• Inverse Reinforcement Learning: Two-steps process.
(a) derive a cost function c that assigns minimal cost to trajectories demonstrated by


experts and maximal cost to trajectories generated by other policies and 
(b) find a policy that minimizes the expected cumulative cost using the cost function.







Background knowledge
• Imitation Learning
Inverse Reinforcement Learning:


Apprenticeship learning: Assumes that the cost function is a 
linear combination of basis functions, which result to feature vectors 
over states and actions.


Generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL): Does not apply 
restrictive assumptions on the cost function and scales to large, 
continuous state-action spaces. 







Background knowledge
• Imitation Learning
Inverse Reinforcement Learning


Generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL)


GAIL directly learns the optimal policy from expert demonstrations, quite 
efficiently, aiming to bring the distribution of the state-action pairs of the 
imitator as close as possible to the trajectories demonstrated by the 
expert.


GAIL objective: 
Discriminator: Maximizes 


the cost of non-expert 
trajectories


Discriminator: … and 
minimizes the cost of 


expert trajectories


while maximizing the 
entropy of the policy







Problem specification (trajectory prediction)


Given a set of expert (demonstrated) trajectories: TE


Consider:
• Time step: Δt
• Actions (continuous): (Δl, Δf, Δh)


Data Driven Aircraft Trajectory 
Prediction Problem:







Problem specification (trajectory prediction)


• But… there are multiple modes of behavior…







Problem specification (trajectory prediction)
Given a set of expert (demonstrated) trajectories: TE


Consider:
• Time step: Δt


• Actions (continuous): (Δl, Δf, Δh)


Data Driven Aircraft Trajectory 
Prediction Problem:


Determine 
(a) the specific class 𝐶𝐸,𝜎⊆ T𝐸 of expert trajectories that most probably the future 
trajectory (i.e the trajectory with forecasted features T𝑓 crossing the points in S𝑓 ) 
belongs, and 
(b) a policy 𝜋𝜎∈ Π, which optimizes the GAIL objective, and which specifies the 
evolution of the trajectory at any time instant 𝑡0 + (Δ𝑡 ∗ 𝑖), 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3...


• K classes of trajectories CE,l


• A set S𝑓of “landmark” states with forecast time and values of features
• A set of forecast features T𝑓 of the future trajectory (as a whole): 


E.g. aircraft type, time/day, estimated TOW, average FIR en-route charges, etc.







Imitation Learning for Trajectory Prediction 
ILTP Framework







Imitating trajectories: GAIL


GAIL employs
• a generative trajectory model Gθ that models the policy 
• a discriminative classifier Dw that distinguishes between the distribution of 


data (i.e. state action pairs) generated by the policy and the demonstrated 
data. 


• GAIL alternates between an Adam gradient step on w to increase the GAIL 
objective with respect to D, and 
• a step on using the Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) Deep RL 


algorithm to improve the policy by tuning θ so as to decrease the GAIL 
objective.


A.Bastas, T.Kravaris, G.A.Vouros “Data Driven Aircraft Trajectory Prediction with Deep Imitation Learning”, In arXiv cs.LG, 2020.







Imitating trajectories: AppLearn


Applearn assumes a linear model of the reward function:


where φ are basis functions representing features of states (spatial and 
weather features).
AppLearn follows the 2 step process, iteratively:
• determine the proper weight vector in order to shape the expert’s 


behaviour (solving a quadratic programming problem)
• Use 
• DQN exploiting the estimated reward function to determine a policy in 2D
• A regression NN for predicting the altitude at each state.


C.Spatharis, K.Blekas, G.A.Vouros “Apprenticeship learning of flight trajectories prediction with inverse reinforcement learning”, In Proc of SETN 2020.







Experiments: Cases


Short (single FIR) trajectories
• BCN-MAD (April 2016)


• 528 trajectories 
• 2 clusters of 250 and 278 trajectories


Long (multi FIR) trajectories
• LHR-FCO (Jan & Jul 2019)


• 218 &  242 trajectories
• 2 clusters of 23 and 195 trajectories & 3 clusters of 4, 19 and 219 trajectories


• HEL-LIS (Jan & Jul 2019)
• 49 & 55 trajectories
• 3 clusters of 4,3 and 42 trajectories & 3 clusters of 2, 9 and 44 trajectories


Trajectories have been enriched with 4 meteo-features (temperature, geopotential height, 
u-componentof wind, v-component of wind) and the aircraft type.







RMSE: computing trajectories corresponding points using DTW
• 1D


• 3D


Experiments: Measures







Track Errors : computing trajectories corresponding points using timestamps


Experiments: Measures







Experiments: Results


• One vs Multiple Policies – GAIL vs AppLearn
GAIL AppLearnBCN-MAD (April 2016)







Experiments: Results


• GAIL vs AppLearn
GAIL (for the larger cluster) AppLearn (for all clusters)


LHR-FCO (July 2019)


GAIL (for all clusters)







Experiments: Results


• GAIL vs AppLearn
AppLearn (for all clusters)


HEL-LIS (July 2019)


GAIL (for the larger cluster) GAIL (for all clusters)







Conclusions


• Imitation Learning potential:
• Effectiveness: High (in accuracy) but not in stages with large variations (landing phase)
• Efficiency: Large number of training episodes but with low-sampling efficiency
• Tradeoff between arbitrary and linear cost function: It seems that a linear cost function is not appropriate. 


However, AppLearn scores better in landing phases compared to GAIL.


• Imitation learning provides a 
• “natural” (in terms of inherently dealing with trajectories), 
• simple (not requiring feature engineering), 
• unconstrained (without considering flight plans as constraints or fitting trajectories into a specific spatio-


temporal resolution), 
• continuous (in terms of state and actions’ features considered) and 
• generic (in terms of being able to apply to different types of trajectories and at any flight phase) approach, 
• Pure data-driven (not requiring any model-based mechanistic prediction method -although it would be 


interesting to investigate interactions)
TP approach







Future work


(a) verifying the effectiveness of the methods for different origin-
destination airports, while being trained using larger training 
datasets 


(b) exploiting flight plans to constrain the prediction pipeline, and 
detecting deviations from intended routes 


(c) extending the method to deal inherently with different modes of 
trajectory evolution, and


(d) generalizing beyond specific origin-destination pairs to deal with 
predictions at large scale.
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Demand - Capacity problem


➢ When demand exceeds the declared capacity of an airspace 
sector or airport, the Network Manager (EUROCONTROL) issues 
an ATFM regulation.


Afternoon peak







Demand - Capacity problem


➢ The regulation imposes ground delays to Airspace Users and    
redistributes the flow maintaining the required safety levels 


Ground Delays (ATFM slots)







Delays in European Aviation
➢ Demand is expected to 


keep raising 


➢ ATC capacity is constrained 
by operational limits 


Source: Eurocontrol
Share of arrivals within 15 min of 


scheduled arrival time (%)


Before COVID-19 crisis:


➢ 2018: fifth consecutive year that 
punctuality fell


➢ 2019: situation worsened







Cost of delay for AU


AUs need more flexibility to adapt their operations in situations of demand capacity 
imbalances in order to decrease the cost of delay


Cost disruption due to:


▪ Pax flow: connections, rotations, 
compensations…


▪ Resources Mgt: crew constraints, 
pilots constraints, curfew…


Delay


Cost of delay 
on 1 flight


Non-linear relation


➢ How can Airspace Users deal with delays to reduce cost?


Prioritisation mechanisms have been developed to provide AUs with tools to 
reorganise their flights in a hotspot and reduce the cost of delay


SESAR User Driven Prioritization Process (UDPP)







Objectives and Approach







Project Summary


Name and Funding


“Exploring Future UDPP Concepts through Computational Behavioural Economics”,
funded by SESAR Engage KTN Catalyst Funding under TC4 “Novel and more effective 
allocation markets in ATM


Goal


Evaluation of advanced flight prioritisation mechanisms in the context of demand 
and capacity imbalances through Computational Behavioural Economics (CBE)


Methodology


1. Development of an adequate performance assessment framework (D1.1)
2. Identification of tactical slot and trajectory prioritisation mechanisms (D2.1)
3. Development of an agent-based model following the CBE paradigm (D3.1)
4. Simulation experiments and analysis of results (D4.1)


Future Contributions


This work will be extended in SESAR-ER4 BEACON Project 







Prioritisation Mechanisms







List of mechanisms


Baseline (FPFS + Slot Swapping)


UDPP Selective Flight Protection


UDPP Extended Selective Flight Protection


Slot Auction







Baseline - Current Concept of Operations


First Plan First Served: the flights are 
sequenced according to their 
Estimated Time Over (ETO) the 
specific sector or airport (Ration By 
Schedule, RBE) 


Slot Swapping: Exchange ATFM 
slots between flights of the same 
airlines affected by the same 
regulation


The implemented baseline scenario contains both components







Baseline - Current Concept of Operations


First Plan First Served: the flights are 
sequenced according to their 
Estimated Time Over (ETO) the 
specific sector or airport (Ration By 
Schedule, RBE) 


Slot Swapping: Exchange ATFM 
slots between flights of the same 
airlines affected by the same 
regulation.


The implemented baseline scenario contains both components







UDPP Selective Flight Protection (SFP)
Concept based on the Ration by Effort (RBE) principle 


Original A1 A2 C1 B1 D1 C2 B2 A4 X1 X3


FPFS A1 A2 C1 B1 D1 C2 B2 A4 X1 X3


Hotspot (Baseline delay)


PROTECTSUSPEND


Original A1 A4 C1 B1 D1 C2 B2 A2 X1 X3


Original A1 C1 B1 D1 A4 C2 B2 A2 X1 X3


1 ) Swap A4 with A2


2) Put A4 at the first slot at schedule


UDPP
automation


Positive impact for C1, B1 and D1, A4 on time







Extended-SFP (ESFP)


• The concept is very similar to the SESAR Selective Flight Protection. It is 
considered as an extension or a complementary mechanism to other 
UDPP features


• The potential advantage of FCL is the ability to provide flexibility also to 
AUs with a low number of flights involved in a regulation, thus increasing 
the equity of the system


Suspend 


flight
Earn 


credits
Use credits


Protect 
flight


Use credits 
in other 
Hotspots


Selective Flight Protection + Flexible Credits







Prioritisation by Auction


• Primary Auction: process by which AUs compete for ATFM slots by 
offering them up for bid to an honest broker (NM) which then sells each 
item to the highest bidder.


Original A1 A2 C1 B1 A3 C2 B2 A4 X1 X3


ATFM slots A1 X3


Hotspot (Baseline delay)


ATFM Slot: Airlines A,B,C and X compete for the slots


• Each ATFM slot is auctioned following the restrictions imposed by the 
SOBT of the flights affected by the regulation, meaning that airlines 
cannot bid for time slots whose new expected departure (EOBT) is earlier 
than the original SOBT of the flight willing to take that position







Modelling Approach







Simulation model







Main modelling assumptions


1) Flight traffic is checked by Network Manager in time windows of 15 min and 
with 2 hours in advance


2) Only ground delays are permitted


3) A flight cannot occupy an ATFM slot if this creates a demand-capacity problem 
with the flight in an already resolved time window


4) The resolution order of the identified hotspots in the same time window, as 
well as the order in which the airlines request prioritisations, are randomised


5) Flight cancellations are only considered due to airport curfew


6) In the auction mechanism, the air navigation charges paid by the AUs are 
recalculated so that the total amount of money paid by all AUs remains constant







Network


Airports


• 5 Airports
• Mix of hubs and 


secondary Airports


Aircraft


• 2 Aircraft types:
➢ Narrow-body 


(Airbus A320)
➢ Wide-body 


(Boeing 787)


Sectorisation


• 9 enroute sectors
• TMA around each 


Airport







Airport


Waypoint


Entry/Exit Point


Network – Topology 


Airport Airport type


Airport A Regional Airport


Airport B Regional Airport


Airport C Hub Airport


Airport D Hub Airport


Airport E Regional Airport







Network – Routes


For every OD pair the airlines can choose between 3 different routes. The 
decision is based on:


Origin: Airport A Destination: Airport C


External Factors


➢Total distance of the route (km)
➢Sector charges (EUR)


Internal Factors


➢Cost index of the Airline
➢Delay (Cost of delay)







Flight variables – Flight Schedule


Flight Schedule


Prior to the simulation execution a suitable flight 
schedule is built: 


• Real flight data is extracted from a .so6 file
• Data is filtered by five selected airports 


Airport and sector capacities are scaled and 
additional flights are included/deleted to generate 
the desired demand-capacity relation


Flights


• Flight data (O/D, aircraft, airline)


• Route


• Connectivity


Flight Plans


• Horizontal Trajectory


• Temporal Profile







Flight variables – Passenger connectivity


Passenger file


To generate the passenger demand a passenger 
file was built based on the following assumptions:


• Only flag carrier airlines have connections


• Passengers have a maximum of one connection in their journey


• The waiting time for connecting flights lies between 45 and 120 minutes


• Connections are only permitted between flights operated by the same airline


• All flights departing from 18:00 onwards are direct flights


• The total number of connecting passengers is computed as the 20% of the 
passengers in that particular flight not coming from a previous flight







Agents


Airlines


• Main agent of the simulation


• Functions:


o Compute cost of delay


o Make flight prioritisation decisions 


Network Manager


Agent in charge of the ATFM processes


Functions:
o Detect demand-capacity imbalances
o Apply prioritisation mechanism 







Mechanisms – Selective Flight Protection
A
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lin
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• Check affected flights for possible swaps, excluding those that could be 
performed by the slot swapping mechanism due to schedule reasons


• Compute the cost of delay of all the identified swaps


• Based on cost difference between all options, choose the best action


• Send request


• Check no new hotspot is created in a previously resolved time window


• Accept/ Reject prioritisation request (cannot modify already fixed slots!)


• Freeze used slots and update available slots for the next airline to choose


• Place the protected flight at the first possible slot at schedule


If a prioritisation is sent…







Mechanisms – Extended SFP


• Compute all the possible ATFM slot combinations for the affected flights


• Compute the cost of delay of each combination


• Calculate the needed/earned credits for the combination


• Based on its own credits value choose the best combination 


• Send request


• Check no new hotspot is created in a previously resolved time window


• Accept/Reject prioritisation request (cannot modify already fixed slots!)


• Freeze used slots and update available slots for the next airline to choose


If a prioritisation request 
is sent…


A
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N
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Mechanisms – Slot Auction
N


M
A


ir
lin


e


• Compute the ATFM slots included in the hotspot


• Compute the flights’ cost of delay distribution across all the slot options 


• Formulate the bid according to three levels of action:
o Optimistic: bids according to the 25th percentile of the cost distribution


o Neutral: bids according to the 50th percentile of the cost  distribution


o Conservative: bids according to the 75th percentile of the cost distribution


• Open the slot auction to the airlines which can bid for the ATFM slot 
according to the model and schedule restrictions


N
M • Select the winner bid from all the bids received


• Update the traffic demand with the definitive delay of the winner flight







Agents – Airlines Cost of Delay 


Sources
• Regulation (EC) No 261/2004
• “European airline delay cost reference values“  UoW


Main Assumptions
• At the moment in which the delay of a flight produces a delay in the next rotation, the slope 


of the delay curve will be increased by multiplying the passenger soft costs by a factor
• A weight factor has been introduced in the soft pax cost to random flights during certain 


specific time ranges to simulate business-related waves


➢ Maintenance and crew costs are extracted 
from UoW’s document


➢ Passenger soft costs are associated with a 
revenue loss or market value decrease. Data 
extracted from UoW’s document


➢ Passenger hard costs due to such factors as 
passenger rebooking, compensation and care 
are based on the Regulation EU261


Delay


Cost of delay 
on 1 flight


Non-linear relation


Cost of delay phase – at gate stable


Cost = Hard pax cost (delay) + Soft pax cost (delay) + (Maintenance cost + Crew cost) * delay







Agents – Network Manager (NM)
Regarding the NM, we have applied the CASA algorithm to regulate demand-capacity 
imbalances, which is based on the FPFS principle:


1. Identify allowed entrances into the sector: subtraction between 
the capacity and the flights already crossing the sector 


2. Divide the timestep in entrance slots: compute the associated 
slots in which the time step will be divided


3. Slot assignment following the FPFS: 
the entering flights are assigned the 
corresponding entrance slots according 
to the ETO the specific sector


4. Shift the extra flights to the next time 
step: flights that cannot be assigned 
to any slot due to their late ETO are 
shifted to the next time step







Simulation scenarios







Simulation scenarios


Rerouting ON Rerouting OFF


Rational
Bounded 


Rationality
Hyperbolic
Discounting


Prospect 
Theory


Rational
Bounded 


Rationality
Hyperbolic
Discounting


Prospect 
Theory


Baseline


SFP


E-SFP


Auction


Since the Auctions mechanism in this model does not allow re-routings, we’ve 
run additional simulations without re-routing to conduct a fair comparison 


between the Auctions mechanism and the rest







Airline behaviour bias


Applicability to the 
model


Mechanism 
where it 
applies


Implementation


Prospect 
Theory


Loss aversion ➔outbid for a slot Auction Increase the value of the slot bids


Bounded 
Rationality


Limited available information ➔
underestimate\overestimate the 
value of a flight


SFP, E-SFP, Auction Apply a random increase or 
decrease of 15% to the final cost 
value of the delayed flights


Hyperbolic 
Discounting


Later reward ➔underestimate 
the value of the credits


E-SFP A 20% decrease in the monetary 
value that each airline assigns to 
their own credits







Project Results







List of KPAs


KPA Metric Unit


Punctuality Flight departure delay Minutes/Flight


Pax arrival delay Minutes/Flight


Cost Efficiency Per-flight cost of delay EUR/Flight


Equity and Access Change in AU’s delay compared with other AUs %


% of change in delay relative to baseline delay %







Punctuality KPA


Rational Bounded Rationality Hyperbolic discounting Prospect theory


2.65


2.70


2.75


2.80


2.85


2.90


2.95


3.00


Baseline SFP Credits


Flight departure delay (min/flight) 


0.00


1.00
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5.00


Baseline SFP Credits Auction


Flight departure delay (min/flight)


0.000


0.200


0.400
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1.000


1.200


Baseline SFP Credits


Pax arrival delay (min/pax)


0.000


1.000


2.000


3.000
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Baseline SFP Credits Auction


Pax arrival delay (min/pax)
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• The flight and pax delay is directly related to the flexibility provided by the mechanisms. However, it is 
interesting and unexpected to see how the performance of the SFP mechanism, despite offering more 
flexibility to airlines, worsens the performance of the baseline situation when the rerouting option is 
disabled


– Conclusion: network effects 







Cost Efficiency KPA


Rational Bounded Rationality Hyperbolic discounting Prospect theory


Rerouting ON Rerouting OFF


€350.00 


€360.00 


€370.00 


€380.00 


€390.00 


€400.00 


€410.00 


€420.00 


€430.00 


€440.00 


€450.00 


Baseline SFP Credits


Cost of delay (EUR/flight)


€-


€100.00 


€200.00 


€300.00 


€400.00 


€500.00 


€600.00 


€700.00 


€800.00 


Baseline SFP Credits Auction


Cost of delay (EUR/flight)


• Cost of delay is directly related to the flexibility provided by the mechanisms. 


• The auction mechanism has the most cost efficient results.


– Conclusion: the usability of the network is highly increased by not leaving empty slots with respect to the FPFS sequence. 
It would be interesting to check if the good results are only due to this factor


• The auction mechanism results at network level are not significantly affected by the behavioural biases
applied to the airlines (zero sum game?)


– Conclusion: no extreme situations modelled







Equity and Access
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SFP E-SFP Auction


• The airlines are not affected in the same way by  the addition of the prioritisation mechanism.


– Conclusion: The reduction in the total delay is not equally distributed across all airlines


• For SFP scenarios any airline is negatively affected. However, the E-SFP and Auction scenarios, for some cases, end up with and 
increase in delay for some airlines.


– Conclusion: network effects caused by the larger modifications on the traffic as a result of the higher level of flexibility provided by the 
mechanism


• The introduction of the behavioural biases worsens the general performance of the mechanism, equity metrics show a more 
unbalanced scenario between the airlines. Except from the Auction mechanism, which is hardly affected by the inclusion of the 
‘irrationalities’ defined 







Conclusions about the model


• Added value of Agent Based Model: emergent and contra intuitive 
phenomena which would have been ignored otherwise, have been 
identified for some scenarios.


• Re-routing has proven to be the most frequent option chosen by airlines 
in the model. It has a big impact on the selected KPIs


• Network effects can be very relevant for the evaluation of the 
prioritisation mechanisms: the use of a network model is required


• Sensitivity of the results to some modelling assumptions (e.g., reroutings, 
airline strategies and behaviours, implementation of the CASA algorithm) 
needs further investigation







Questions?







Back-up slides







Agents – NM CASA Algorithm


4:2 3:3
8:06 9:16 ✓ 


4:4 3:1
8:20 9:30 ✓


Current Time
9:15 – 9:30


Previous time (Solved)
8:00 – 8:15


Delay: 14’


SOBT


EOBT


8:15 – 8:30


❖ Do not change flights already departed. Flights can only be ground delayed.
❖ Do not create any hotspot before the current time, i.e., for time windows 


previously checked and (if needed) solved







Agents – NM CASA Algorithm
If the NM detects any sector demand-capacity imbalance it applies a regulation using 
the CASA algorithm, based on the FPFS principle:


1. Identify allowed entrances into the sector: Subtraction between 
the capacity and the flights already crossing the sector. 


Time Interval: 


• 09:00 – 09:15


Sector Capacity: 


• 4 flights per timestep


Sector occupation : 


• Flights already inside: 1


• Allowed new entrances: 3







Agents – NM CASA Algorithm


2. Divide the timestep in entrance slots: Compute the associated 
slots in which the time step will be divided. 


First Slot Second Slot Third Slot


9:00 - 9:05 9:05 - 9:10 9:10 - 9:15


Time Interval: 


• 09:00 – 09:15


Sector Capacity: 


• 4 flights per timestep


Sector occupation : 


• Flights already inside: 1


• Allowed new entrances: 3







Agents – NM CASA Algorithm


3. Slot assignment following the FPFS: The entering flights are assigned the 
corresponding entrance slots according to the ETO the specific sector.


9:00 - 9:05 9:05 - 9:10 9:10 - 9:15


ETO = 9:02


ETO = 9:04


ETO = 9:07


ETO = 9:12


Delay: 0 min Delay: 1 min Delay: 3 min


❖ Do not change flights already departed. Flights can only be ground delayed.
❖ Do not create any hotspot before the current time







Agents – NM CASA Algorithm


4. Shift the extra flights to the next time step: Flights that cannot be 
assigned to any slot due to their late ETO, are shifted to the next 
time step. 


ETO = 9:12
Next Time Interval = 9:15 – 9:30
Preliminary delay = 3 min 


❖ The final delay for these flights will be assigned at the next time step 
iteration according to the steps 1 to 3.


Next Time Interval: 


• 09:15 – 09:30


Sector Capacity: 


• 4 flights per timestep


Sector occupation : 


• Flights already inside: 2


• Allowed new entrances: 2







Flexibility KPA


Rational Bounded Rationality Hyperbolic discounting Prospect theory
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Equity and Access
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Equity and Access - SFP
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Equity and Access - E-SFP
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Equity and Access - Auction
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Hugues Brenot, Nicolas Theys (BIRA)


Scott Wilson (Eurocontrol)


consultent: Rory Clarkson (Rolls-Royce)


Operational alert Products for ATM via SWIM (‘OPAS’)


Engage TC3 3rd workshop


SESAR JU, 27 Jan. 2022







Outline


• Motivations and objectives


• Early warnings of Volcanic SO2 height


• Registry of OPAS SWIM service


• Conclusions and future developments


2OPAS – Engage KTN grant agreement number 783287
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Volcanic eruption: threat for aviation


Sarychev volcano eruption in June 2009                             Raikoke eruption in June 2019


Credit: astronauts @NASA Credit: astronauts @NASA


Motivations 
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Volcanic eruption: threat for aviation


World Airways DC-10 after ash plume 


encounter – 1991 Pinatubo eruption


Hazard of volcanic emission to aviation


Motivations 







Etienne De Malglaive/Getty Images


A volcanic plume from Iceland's Eyjafjallajokull
crater during it's 2010 eruption.


• 14 April – 25 May, 2010.
• Air traffic ceased in 23 European countries: 107,000 flights cancelled, affect. 10M passengers.
• Financial loss estimate:  € 5 bn.
• Human loss: none
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Motivations 
World areas with 
occasional and frequent 
volcanic emissions


The eruption of 
Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland)







Motivations
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The sulphidation mechanisms appear to be a function of:


• the sequence of contamination exposure: Na/Ca, then SO2/SO4
2- and potentially Cl-


• Chronic versus acute SO2 exposure







Objectives


Theys et al., 2019


➔ Improvement of the detection limit
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Broad band imagers


IR hyperspectral sensors


UV-vis hyperspectral sensors


Observation of SO2 height from TROPOMI & IASI







Objectives


➔ Creation of a SWIM Yellow Profile service,
so called OPAS, with the aim of providing
early warnings of volcanic SO2 height from
hyperspectral sensors on-board polar orbiting
sat. (TROPOMI, IASI onboard MetOp-A & -B)
with an accuracy of 1-2 km


➔ FL contamination of volcanic SO2 cloud


Broad band imagers


IR hyperspectral sensors


UV-vis hyperspectral sensors


Theys et al., 2019
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OPAS – Engage KTN [grant n° 783287]


Operational alert 
Products for
ATM via
SWIM


Observation of SO2 height from TROPOMI & IASI



https://engagektn.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/C6-OPAS.pdf





Contribution of new alerts (SO2 height with flight level – FL contamination)
to an existing Early Warning System – EWS (SACS/EUNADICS-AV)


http://sacs.aeronomie.be                                    http://www.eunadics.eu


Consortium: 21 partners (from 12
EU countries) including Met


services (EUMETNET), research and
safety institutions, private


companies


2016/10          2019/09


• Combine and harmonise data from satellite earth observation, ground-
based and airborne platforms


• Development of a prototype multi-hazard monitoring & EWS


• Integrate data into state-of-the art data assimilation and analysis systems


• Make data and data analysis products available to all stakeholders (VAACs,  
National Met Services, Airlines, Pilots) through existing channels


EUNADICS-AV Horizon 2020 project [Grant agreement no. 723986]


Brenot et al., 2014


➔ is in charge of SACS/EUNADICS-AV EWS


NUCLEAR VOLCANODUST SMOKE
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Objectives







Overview of the algorithm concept
to retrieve SO2 LH (layer height) from TROPOMI 


(OPAS)Joint SO2 height and SO2 VCD (vertical column density) are
retrieved to match observation of spectral radiance with
simulations (from radiative transfer model)


use of look-up tables


iterative SO2 optical depth (~ absorbance) fitting procedure


use of converge criteria


PRO:    * SO2 LH retrieval is very fast
* accuracy of 1-2 km
* quality flag


CONS:  * SO2 > 25 DU
* high ash loading can degrade
SO2 LH (underestimation)


IASI algorithm (Clarisse et al., 2014)


PRO:    * SO2 LH retrieval is very fast
* accuracy of 1-2 km
* good results for low SO2


CONS:  * results between 5 and 18 km 
* low performance for heavily 
saturated plumes


H
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m
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SO2 column (DU)
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Volcanic SO2 height







Email notification (essential information)


→ links to images and alert products


NRT images via SACS web interface
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height


Nishinoshima eruption (June-July 2020)







Email notification (essential information)


→ links to images and alert products


NRT images via SACS web interface


Alert product (data and tailored products)


→ standardised format (NetCDF)
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height







Credit: ESA   (sentinel-1 )


Volcanic plume rising from Raikoke
on June 21, 2019


SO2 height
(km)


21 June 2019 22 June 2019


IASI   MetOp-B TROPOMI


Vast plume from Raikoke volcano in June 2019


(Kuril Islands, Kamchatka).


→ huge ash cloud


→ gigantic amount of SO2 (mass of 1500 kt)


height up to ~15 km


Most important eruption affecting long lines


air traffic (Pacific) since Sarychev eruption (2009).
NASA


ISS astronauts                 22 June 2019
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height


→ SO2-rich eruption


→ ash cloud (due to aggregation or dispersion) disappeared quite quickly from the satellite observation systems.


→ No ash detection was observed by SACS after the 25th of June


Courtesy Klaus Sievers


Vast plume from Raikoke volcano


in June 2019 (Kuril Islands, Kamchatka).
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height


Vast plume from Raikoke volcano


in June 2019 (Kuril Islands, Kamchatka).


→ SO2-rich eruption


→ ash cloud (due to aggregation or dispersion) disappeared quite quickly from the satellite observation systems.


→ No ash detection was observed by SACS after the 25th of June


→ The advisory sent by Anchorage and Tokyo VAACs only concerned the ash cloud, and no information about


possible SO2 contamination was provided.







The flight GLT5 in direction of Anchorage airport was flying at FL470 (~ 14300 m) on 24 June 2019. 
Following, the VAA from Anchorage VAAC, this flight could fly over the ash plume from Raikoke. 
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height


Courtesy Klaus Sievers


Vast plume from Raikoke volcano


in June 2019 (Kuril Islands, Kamchatka).







The route of flight GL5T crossed 
Raikoke SO2 & ash cloud.


SO2 height (km)


TROPOMI   24 June 2019


OPAS


SO2 column (DU)


TROPOMI   24 June 


2019


flight GL5T


flight GL5T


flight GL5T


flight GL5T


SO2 contamination of FL470


~1h 


exposure (


SO2 dosing ) 


~1h SO2


dosing


17/2
0
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Early warnings of volcanic SO2 height


Vast plume from Raikoke volcano


in June 2019 (Kuril Islands, Kamchatka).



https://sacs.aeronomie.be/nrt/index.php?Year=2019&Month=06&Day=24&Region=112&InstruGOME2=5&InstruOMI=7&InstruOMPS=6&InstruTROPOMI=1&InstruIASI=3&InstruIASIb=2&InstruAIRS=4&obsVCD=1&obsAAI=0&obsCCF=0&obsHGT=2





Registry of OPAS SWIM service


Yellow Profile notification service


Definition aligned with the ATM Information 
Reference Model (AIRM)


➔ Contact:   sacs@aeronomie.be


• subscription is by email. Notifications of SO2


alerts with SO2 layer height (SO2LH) are sent 
to subscribers.


• an Internet Protocol (IP) address has to be 
provided, giving access right to BIRA https
server.


Protocole:
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Conclusions


• Algorithm development and the operational run of TROPOMI SO2 LH product


• Implementation of TROPOMI SO2 LH and upgrade of IASI–A & –B SO2 LH alert products,


with information about the FL SO2 contamination


• Definition of the OPAS notification service, with the creation of an information


model, the design of the service and the service description in SWIM terms.


• Registry of OPAS SWIM notifications service
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Conclusions


OPAS


Sat. platform / Instrument Observation Coverage
Flight level 


contamination


Time delivery /       


Time resolution


Type of 


detection
Source alert


Potential level of 


operationality


MetOp-A & -B / IASI SO2  / SO2 height Global Retrieved 2h /   2 (20) per day Selective Volcano NRT


AQUA / AIRS SO2 Global Not planed 3h /   2 (20) per day Selective Volcano NRT


MetOp-A & B / GOME-2 SO2 Global Not planed 2h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


AURA / OMI SO2 Global Not planed 3h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


Suomi-NPP / OMPS SO2 Global Not planed 3h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


Sentinel 5p / TROPOMI SO2  / SO2 height Global Retrieved 2h / 6h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


MetOp-A & -B / IASI Ash index Global Not planed 2h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


AQUA / AIRS Ash index Global Not planed 3h /   2 (20) per day Selective Volcano NRT


Sentinel 3-A & -B / SLSTR Ash index / Ash height Global Applicable 2h /   1 (10) per day Selective Volcano NRT


MSG-10 / SEVIRI  (geostationary) Ash / Ash height EU Applicable 45min /  every 15min Selective Volcano NRT


MetOp-A &-B / IASI Aerosol Optical Depth Global Not planed 12h / 2 daily Selective Dust Daily
Terra & Aqua / MODIS                      


Suomi-NPP / VIIRS
Fire Radiative Power  


(NASA/FIRMS)
Global Non-applicable 3h /   4 (40) per day Selective Smoke NRT


Suomi-NPP / OMPS Aerosols index Global Not planed 3h /   1 (10) per day Triggered Dust / Smoke NRT


Terra & Aqua / MODIS Aerosol Optical Depth global Not planed 3h /   1 (10) per day Triggered Smoke NRT







Lewotolo volcano
Lesser Sunda Islands


29 November 2020


FL 250


30 November 2020


IASI   MetOp-B


FL 500


FL 250


FL 500


TROPOMI   S5P


SO2 [DU] 30 November 2020
SO2 height (km)                  IASI   MetOp-A


Recent eruption starting on 28 November 2020 in Indonesia


FL 130


➔API    (Application 
Programming Interface)
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Future developments







29 November 2020


FL 250


30 November 2020


IASI   MetOp-B


FL 500


FL 250


FL 500


SO2 height (km)                  IASI   MetOp-A


FL 130


Interest of combining
forecasts


with
NRT warnings
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Future developments


➔API    (Application 
Programming Interface)







Lewotolo volcano
Lesser Sunda Islands


Complementary use of geostationary and polar orbiting sensors


Himawari 8                           07:30 UTC        29 Nov. 
2020


ash RGB composite                                            
EUMETSAT


TROPOMI IASI  MetOp-B


SO2 height (km) SO2 height (km)
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Future developments







https://alarm-project.eu


Nov. 2020 →May 2023
SESAR H2020 grant n°891467


Space weather Environmental Severe weather Volcano / dust /smoke 
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Future developments



https://alarm-project.eu/

https://www.unipd.it/en

https://www.unipd.it/en
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Introduction: ATM Context & motivation
INTERFACING CONTEXT


Limited integration


• loss of effectiveness 
due to the limited 
integration between 
the layered planning 
DST’s


Lack of metrics


• no interaction metrics  
in a time frame ranging 
from the LTM and the 
INAP.


Network effects


• negative effects at 
network level due to 
lack of analysis of 
interdependencies 
among local measures
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INTERFACING objectives


A formal probabilistic framework 
• To detect and characterize at network level the flight 


interactions and their interdependencies by considering TP 
uncertainty. 


New interaction metrics 
• To pave the way for the design of mitigation measures for a 


smooth fine tuning of traffic demand at micro level while 
considering the effects at macro level in order to improve the 
network performance. 


To enhance Demand Capacity Balancing with a digitalization tool to gain a better 
understanding of mitigation measures efficiency, such as regulation 


GOAL
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O1: To identify Interaction Zones
𝑎!


𝑎"


𝑡 +5′ +10′ +15′ +20′ +40′


Spatiotemporal interactions: identification of airspace volumes in which 
more than one aircraft could co-exist


Predicted 
Interaction


Zone
𝐼 𝑎!, 𝑎"
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O2: Interaction Zones 
interdependencies


𝑎!


𝑎"


𝑡#!


𝑡#"
𝑡$!


𝑡$"
𝐼 𝑎!, 𝑎"


𝑡 +40′


𝑎%


𝐼 𝑎!, 𝑎%


Analysis of the spatiotemporal interdependencies among the Interaction Zones
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INTERFACING objectives


O1: To identify Interaction Zones


O2: Identify Interaction Zones interdependencies


• sector entry and occupancy metrics to be enhanced with the new 
interaction metrics that provide a spatio-temporal characterization 
of the Interaction Zones


O3: Local and Distributed Interaction Metric


• by enhancing Demand Capacity Balance with a supporting tool 
aimed to predict the positive and negative impact of 
upstream/downstream Interaction Zones dynamics


O4: Efficient Regulation support
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INTERFACING concept


Probabilistic framework
• Characterization of the interaction zones that may appear,
• Existence Probability, the probability that the detected 


interactions zones will finally take place,
• Complexity of each interaction zone,
• Interdependencies between interaction zones.


A Demonstration suite
• A library of functional blocks that works as a pipeline to facilitate 


the federation of the developed features with existing tools (e.g. 
RNEST)


• AsloEarth, a visualization tool to graphically show the results and 
metrics produced by the interaction zone analysis.
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Dealing with uncertainty 
in space and time


Sliding time window prediction and analysis 
for better adaptation to the ATCFM temporal 
phases 


The Detection Window is the time 
interval in which INTERFACING 
analyses the aircraft position 
uncertainty and looks for IZs.


INTERFACING uses the last 
known trajectory data 
(periodically ingested and 
updated)
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Pairwise Interaction Zone


𝜑& 𝑡 : ℝ ⟶ 𝑈& ⊆ ℝ%


Spatial Characterization


Φ& 𝐼 =-
'∈)
φ& 𝑡


𝐼 = 𝑡&*+ , 𝑡&* +*, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 + 𝑙 ≤ 𝑡ℎ


Spatio-temporal Characterization


Pairwise 
Coexistence 
Interaction 


Zone
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Pairwise Interaction Zone
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Pairwise Interaction Zone


𝜑& 𝑡 : ℝ ⟶ 𝑈& ⊆ ℝ%


Probabilistic Characterization


𝐼 = 𝑡&*+ , 𝑡&* +*, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 + 𝑙 ≤ 𝑡ℎ


Existence Probability


Pairwise 
Coexistence 
Interaction 


Zone
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Pairwise Interaction Zone
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Generalized Interaction Zone
Spatial Characterization Spatio-temporal Characterization


Pairwise 
Interaction Zones
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Generalized Interaction Zone
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Interaction Zone Graph
Spatio-temporal Characterization Intrinsic structure (Nodes)


Pairwise 
Interaction Zones
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Interaction Zone Graph
Graph nodes Interaction Zone Interdependencies


Interaction Zone
Interdependency Flows
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Interaction Zone Graph
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Hotspot: Interaction Zone aggregation 


Time threshold 𝑚


𝐻!
𝐻"


𝐻%
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Hotspot: Interaction Zone aggregation 
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Interaction Zone Metrics


KPI Name Description
M1 Spatio-temporal 


characterization
time interval when an IZ occurs and the airspace location where it 
happens


M2 Existence 
probability


the probability of an IZ to actually occur


M3 Involved Aircrafts number of aircrafts that are interacting in a IZ


M4 Complexity Calculated from the intrinsic structure (graph nodes) at the IZ


These metrics can be aggregated for 
airspace volumes. 


For example, an airspace sector can 
be analysed with the aggregated 
information of all the IZs it contains.
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Interaction Zone Metrics
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Interaction Zone Interdependencies
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Hotspot Metrics


KPI Name Description
M5 Elapsed time time calculated as the difference between first IZ start and last IZ


end


M6 Time separation Time separation between hotspots that are related because of 
sharing aircrafts


M7 Shared Aircrafts Which and how many aircraft are shared amongst hotspots


M8 Persistence Areas where a number of hotspots tend to happen recurrently


A hotspot lasting for too long might 
require specific measures on the 
involved aircrafts


Time separation might be useful to 
analyse the downstream effect of 
mitigation measures.
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Hotspot Metrics
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Project objectives vs 
proposed metrics


Objective Metrics


O1 To identify Interaction Zones M1, M2, M3, M4


O2 Identify Interaction Zones interdependencies M5, M6, M7


O3 Local and Distributed Interaction Metric M2, M3, M4, M8


• The proposed metrics can provide a measure of 
the positive and negative impact of upstream 
and downstream Interaction Zones dynamics 


O4: Efficient Regulation support
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INTERFACING algorithm workflow
Traffic scenario


so6 trajectory data


VisioJSON data
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Real scenarios, quantitative and 
qualitative validation


Approach: analyse how indicators based on INTERFACING metrics react to changes in 
the traffic density.


Case study: m1 version of June 2019 SO6 files from DDR2 repository. Time filters are 
applied to focus on peak periods (high traffic concentration)


Quantitative analysis: variations of the Spatial Discretization (minimum voxel side 
length) and the Time Discretization tuning parameters. Changing these parameters 
will modify the results of the algorithm and its execution time performance. 
Goal: trade-off analysis between algorithm speed and result’s accuracy. 
Benchmark: default setup with a minimum voxel side of 300 meters and a time 
discretization of 3 seconds. 


Qualitative  analysis: Assess the behaviour of metrics in front of various traffic 
densities and clustering parameters (hotspots). 
Goal: analyse how metrics behave in front of traffic density variation. 
Assessment: obtain sound and explainable trends in the results. 
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Demonstration suite


AsloEarth is a visualization tool that serves to 
graphically show the results and metrics Interfacing is 


handling with. For example, animated trajectories, 
interaction zones and hot spots. 


Working on R-NEST integration 
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Conclusions and next steps


• Enhancement of the DCB for the sake of ATC Minimum 
Intervention


• Improve transparency and efficiency of DCB network services


Expected impact from interaction zones and metrics


• Development of tools for the identification of ‘hotspots’ and 
the evaluation of different ATFCM measures


• Bridging the gaps between the temporal phases of ATFCM
• Optimising and integrating local planning activities with a view 


to assess, contain and communicate their network effects


Main contributions to the TC-2 topics
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Conclusions and next steps


ØAnalysis and assessment activities. INTERFACING algorithms 
operate at trajectory level, to take benefit of the TBO concept and 
also of the most advanced avionic enablers (EPP, what-if EPP):
• Assess the performance of interaction management at Network 


level
• Enrich Network Performance Indicators
• Learn from data
• Supporting tools to ATCo for mid and short-term conflict 


detection
• Support Sectorless ATM concept. 


ØAutomated tools for supporting decision making
• Trajectory-based DCB measures at the ATM network level
• Empower the Integrated Network Management and the 


Extended ATC Planning function
• Conflict Resolution support.


Next steps
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